30th Edinburgh International Trauma Symposium
17th to 19th August 2016
and Instructional Trauma Course
15th to 19th August 2016
INTERNATIONAL FACULTY

**Professor Mike McKee**
Mike McKee is Professor at St Michael's Hospital in Toronto. He is well known for his influential work on the management of clavicular fractures, and his interest in other shoulder and elbow injuries. He has contributed widely to the literature through his own research as well as in collaboration with the Canadian Orthopaedic Trauma Society group. He is the 2016 Vanderpool Lecturer.

**Professor David Ring**
David Ring is Chief of the Hand and Upper Extremity Service at Massachusetts General Hospital and Professor of orthopaedic surgery at Harvard Medical School. He has published widely in the orthopaedic literature, not only in his specialist area of upper limb injuries, but also in the diverse fields of the psychological and social effects of injury.

**Professor Heather Vallier**
Heather Vallier is an orthopaedic trauma surgeon in Celveland, Ohio. She is the Professor of Orthopaedic Education at Cape Western Reserve University and has contributed widely to education and research. She is well known for her work on the initial treatment of multiply injured patients and the “Early Appropriate Care” concept, as well as a wide variety of other clinical and population based research.

**Professor Peter Kloen**
Peter Kloen is Associate Professor and Director of Orthopaedic Trauma at the AMC, Amsterdam. His interests are acute complex trauma of the musculoskeletal system, nonunions and other posttraumatic problems of the long bones. He has published extensively both on these clinical problems as well as on the basic sciences of normal and disturbed fracture healing. He is the Editor of the AO textbook on nonunions, is on the Editorial Board of the Dutch Journal of Trauma Surgery and is Associate Editor of Journal of Orthopedic Trauma.

**Professor Loek PH Leenen**
Luke Leenen is Professor of Trauma at the University Medical Centre Utrecht. He is the director of the Department of Trauma and the Major Incident Hospital. He is the past president of the European Society for Trauma and Emergency Surgery. He has published widely on the organisation of trauma care and on immunological reaction after trauma. His primary interests are multiple trauma, pelvic and foot trauma.

---

INTERNATIONAL AND UNITED KINGDOM FACULTY

**Professor Peter Kloen**
Peter Kloen is Associate Professor and Director of Orthopaedic Trauma at the AMC, Amsterdam. His interests are acute complex trauma of the musculoskeletal system, nonunions and other posttraumatic problems of the long bones. He has published extensively both on these clinical problems as well as on the basic sciences of normal and disturbed fracture healing. He is the Editor of the AO textbook on nonunions, is on the Editorial Board of the Dutch Journal of Trauma Surgery and is Associate Editor of Journal of Orthopedic Trauma.

**Professor Loek PH Leenen**
Luke Leenen is Professor of Trauma at the University Medical Centre Utrecht. He is the director of the Department of Trauma and the Major Incident Hospital. He is the past president of the European Society for Trauma and Emergency Surgery. He has published widely on the organisation of trauma care and on immunological reaction after trauma. His primary interests are multiple trauma, pelvic and foot trauma.

---

**UNITED KINGDOM FACULTY**

R Austin 
A Baker 
P Bates 
M Blyth 
C Bruce 
R Duncan 
D Eastwood 
P Hull 
M Kelly 
A MacLean 
A Watts

**EDINBURGH FACULTY**

A Amin 
C Arthur 
I Brown 
CM Court-Brown 
A Duckworth 
S Hamilton 
J F Keating 
J Mceachan 
M McQueen

---

Sheraton Hotel, Edinburgh.
As usual, there is a five-day Instructional Course, aimed at trainees and those requiring an overview and update in orthopaedic trauma, running in parallel with a three-day Trauma Symposium, aimed at established surgeons interested in recent developments, debates, and controversies.

**Highlights of these courses include:**

- An experienced and enthusiastic faculty of international and national experts
- Short, focused lectures followed by wide-ranging discussions based around carefully selected clinical cases, all located in Edinburgh’s five-star Sheraton Grand Hotel and Spa.
- Breakout sessions which encompass ‘meet the expert’ discussions and dry-bone practical labs.
- Cadaveric surgical labs at the University of Edinburgh’s historic Anatomy Department.
- Expanded breakout and cadaveric sessions focused on combined ortho-plastic teamwork and reconstruction.

See the back cover for delegate feedback from last year’s Symposium in 2015.

Book online on our website, or using the forms on pages 17 & 18.
THE EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL TRAUMA COURSE
15 - 19 August 2016

This popular course provides education in orthopaedic trauma for surgeons in training, senior orthopaedic nurses and senior physiotherapists. It is also useful for experienced orthopaedic surgeons who wish to update their knowledge of orthopaedic trauma.

The level of the course is particularly useful for surgeons preparing for their orthopaedic fellowship examinations.

During the five day course all aspects of orthopaedic trauma will be covered by an experienced faculty of international and national experts. The format comprises lectures, small group discussions and hands-on labs.

MONDAY 15 AUGUST
08.15 Registration & coffee
08.50 Welcome
T White

PAEDIATRIC UPPER LIMB
09.00 Growth plate injury
D Eastwood
09.10 Elbow fractures
A Murray
09.20 Forearm fractures
C Bruce
09.30 Cases

10.40 Coffee

PAEDIATRIC LOWER LIMB
11.00 Hip, SUEF and femur fractures
R Duncan
11.15 Knee and tibial injuries
C Bruce
11.25 Ankle fractures
R Duncan
11.35 Non accidental injury
D Eastwood
11.45 Cases

12.55 Lunch

ADULT FRACTURES - THE SPECTRUM OF INJURY
13.55 Osteoporotic fractures
C Arthur
14.05 Pathological fractures
J Patton
14.15 Periprosthetic fractures
M Moran
14.25 Cases

15.35 Coffee

PRINCIPLES OF FRACTURE FIXATION
15.55 Plating
M Moran
16.05 Nailing
A Amin
16.15 Ex-fix and frames
G MacLean
16.25 Cases

17.15 Close
TUESDAY 16 AUGUST

UPPER LIMB INJURIES

SHOULDER
09.00 Clavicle, SCJ and ACJ injuries  
C Robinson
09.15 Shoulder dislocations and cuff injuries  
J Reid
09.30 Cases

10.20 Coffee

HUMERUS
10.50 Proximal humerus fractures  
C Robinson
11.05 Humeral shaft fractures  
I Brown
11.15 Distal humerus fractures  
J Reid
11.25 Cases

12.35 Lunch

ELBOW AND FOREARM
13.35 Terrible triad and elbow dislocation  
J Reid
13.45 Proximal forearm fractures  
P Jenkins
14.00 Diaphyseal fractures  
C Arthur
14.10 Cases

14.55 Coffee

15.10 BREAKOUT SESSIONS

A  Cadaveric Approaches Masterclass  
S Molyneux
B  Dry bones workshop: Distal humeral plating.  
J Reid
C  Discussion group: FRCS cases.  
J Keating

17.30 Close
WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST

HAND AND WRIST
09.00 Soft tissue injuries and infection J McEachan
09.10 Carpal fractures and dislocations S Molyneux
09.25 Metacarpal and phalangeal fractures P Rust
09.35 Cases

10.35 Coffee

DISTAL RADIUS
10.55 Classification and non-operative management S Molyneux
11.05 Plating techniques D Ring
11.15 External fixation and k-wires M Kelly
11.25 Cases

FOOT
12.10 Calcaneal fractures A Amin
12.20 Talar fractures J Keating
12.30 Midfoot and forefoot fractures L Leeman
12.40 Cases

13.30 Lunch

Free afternoon
THURSDAY 18 AUGUST

LOWER LIMB INJURIES

HIP & FEMUR
09.00 Hip dislocation and femoral head fractures  M Kelly
09.10 Intracapsular neck of femur fractures  C Arthur
09.20 Extracapsular neck of femur fractures  N Dehghan
09.30 Femoral shaft fractures  L Leenan
09.40 Distal femoral fractures  P Hull
09.50 Cases

10.40 Coffee

KNEE & TIBIA
11.10 Tibial plateau fractures  T White
11.20 Knee dislocation and ligament injuries  M Blyth
11.30 Tibial diaphyseal fractures  J Keating
11.40 Cases

12.40 Break

ANKLE AND PILON
12.55 Pilon fractures  H Vallier
13.05 Ankle fractures  M Moran
13.15 Cases

14.00 Lunch

14.50 BREAKOUT SESSIONS

D  Drybone workshop: distal radius  A Watts
E  Drybone workshop: distal femur  M Kelly
F  Case based discussion: the limping child  A Murray
G  Case based discussion: plateau fractures  P Bates

15.40 Coffee

16.15 The Roberta Vanderpool Lecture  M McKee

17.00 Drinks Reception
FRIDAY 19 AUGUST

SPINE
09.00 Biomechanics of spinal injury A Baker
09.25 Cervical fractures R Austin
09.40 Thoracolumbar fractures A Baker
09.50 Discussion

10.00 Coffee

OPEN FRACTURES & LIMB RECONSTRUCTION
10.20 Principles of treatment A MacLean
10.30 Soft tissue coverage S Hamilton
10.40 Treating missing bone A MacLean
10.50 Cases

11.50 Lunch

PELVIS
12.50 Resuscitation and management in polytrauma P Bates
13.00 Pelvic and sacral fractures P Hull
13.15 Acetabular fractures P Bates
13.25 Cases

14.05 Coffee

COMPLICATIONS
14.25 Compartment Syndrome A Duckworth
14.35 Non-union A Amin
14.45 ARDS and DCO H Vallier
14.55 Osteomyelitis H Simpson
15.05 Nerve injuries P Rust
15.15 Discussion

PASSING THE FRCS: How to pass the trauma vivas: J Keating
15.35 Clinical examination H Simpson
15.45 Viva examination – the trauma station J Keating
15.55 Trauma – the range of cases J Keating

16.05 Close
THE EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL TRAUMA SYMPOSIUM
17 - 19 August 2016

This well-established annual meeting updates senior orthopaedic surgeons in new trauma philosophies and techniques.

This year’s subject areas include fractures around the ankle, humerus, proximal femur and tibia; sessions on orthopaedic trials and research, and spinal injuries for the non-spinal surgeon.

The successful format of small group discussions, demonstrations and hands-on sessions will be maintained and delegates will be able to discuss a range of related topics with a faculty of international and national experts.

The meeting will be particularly useful for consultants approaching revalidation in orthopaedic trauma.

WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST

08.00 Registration and coffee
09.20 Welcome T White
MULTIPLE TRAUMA/DAMAGE CONTROL Chairman: T White
09.30 Early Appropriate Care: the new paradigm H Vallier
09.45 Monitoring in the acute phase D McEwan
09.55 Plating of rib fractures N Dehghan
10.05 The mass casulaty event and the surgeon S Jeffrey
10.15 Discussion
10.35 Coffee

PELVIC AND ACETABULAR FRACTURES Chairman: J Keating
11.00 Acute management: the clot P Bates
11.10 Acetabular fractures in the elderly P Hull
11.20 Regional injuries J Keating
11.30 Case-based discussion

12.05 Lunch

MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEX BONE DEFECTS Chairman: M Kelly
12.55 Acute management of open tibia fractures M Kelly/U Khan
13.05 Masquelet techniques V de Jong
13.15 Vascularized bone transfer H Winters
13.25 Case-based discussion

13.55 Coffee

INJURIES AROUND THE ELBOW Chairman: D Ring
14.15 Olecranon fractures in the elderly A Duckworth
14.20 Radial head D Ring
14.30 Perils around the elbow M McKie
14.40 Essex-lopresti: does it exist? A Watts
14.50 Case-based discussion

15.30 BREAKOUT SESSION 1

1 Cadaveric surgery: Polytrauma - pelvic packing and rib fracture fixation P Bates/T White N Dehghan
2 Cadaveric surgery: Distal radius fractures: tips and tricks S Molyneux/D Ring
3 Plastic surgical forum S Hamilton/H Winters
4 Discussion: Salvage of the failed wrist fracture A Watts
5 Discussion: Recent advances in battlefield surgery S Jeffrey/C Arthur
6 Discussion: Complex knee fractures & dislocations J Keating/M Blyth
7 Dry bone workshop: Adjucitive plating M Kelly

17.00 Close
THURSDAY 18 AUGUST

LOCKING PLATES: ALL THAT GLISTERS… Chairman: T White
09.00 Overview T White
09.05 Distal femur H Vallier
09.15 Proximal tibia T White
09.25 Distal tibia J Keating
09.35 Case based discussion

10.15 Coffee

WRISTS AND CARPUS… BEYOND K-WIRE Chairman: A Watts
10.40 Intra-articular fractures, plates, approaches A Watts
10.50 Diagnosis of scaphoid fractures D Ring
11.00 Complex carpal injuries M McKee
11.15 Case based discussion

11.55 Break

NEGATIVE PRESSURE Chairman: T Schepers
12.05 Mode of action and evidence to date J Smit
12.15 Use in high energy trauma S Jeffrey
12.25 Fix and flap or fix and vac? P Kloen
12.35 Use in closed wounds T Schepers
12.45 Case-based discussion

13.10 Lunch

ELDERLY Chairman: J Keating
14.00 Bisphosphonates and calcium - a waste of money? J Keating/S Ralston
14.20 Falls prevention and delerium A MacLullich
14.30 Proximal femoral non-union P Kloen
14.50 Questions & case discussion - salvaging failed fracture fixation in the elderly

15.35 Coffee

TRAUMA PLATFORM Chairman: J Keating
15.55 International fellowship training in trauma J Keating
16.00 The evolution trauma systems L Leenen
16.10 Evolution through revolution V Van der Waal

16.15 The Roberta Vanderpool Lecture M McKee

17.00 Drinks Reception
FRIDAY 19 AUGUST

COMPLEX FOOT  Chairman: H Vallier

09.00 Tackling the tricky talar fracture  H Vallier
09.10 Dangers of the lisfranc injury  T Schepers
09.20 Timing of foot and ankle surgery  S Kumar
09.30 Case based discussion

10.15 Coffee

PSYCHOLOGY OF TRAUMA  Chairman: D Ring

10.45 Opiate addiction after trauma  H Vallier
10.55 Catastrophisation  D Ring
11.05 Psychological rehabilitation after battlefield injuries  S Jeffrey
11.15 Case based discussion

11.30 Coffee

SHOULDER  Chairman: M Robinson

11.45 Is there a role for hemiarthroplasty?  M Robinson
11.55 Clavicle fractures - fix or leave?  M McKee
12.10 Case based discussion

12.55 Lunch

14.00 BREAKOUT SESSION 2

1 Cadaveric surgery: Approaches to foot injuries - pilons and talar neck  T Schepers/A Amin/S Kumar
2 Cadaveric surgery: Flap coverage in open tibial fractures  J Smi/V de Jong/S Hamilton
3 Cadaveric surgery: Semi-extended tibial nail  S Molyneux
4 Discussion: Tips & tricks in the management of non-union  P Kloen
5 Discussion: Complex proximal humeral fractures - problems and solutions  M Robinson/M McKee
6 Discussion: Proximal and distal tibial fractures - staying out of trouble  H Vallier
7 Dry bone workshop: Nailing complex proximal femoral fractures  P Hull

15.30 Close
The Trauma Symposium and Instructional Course will be held at the Sheraton Hotel, situated on Lothian Road, Edinburgh, within easy walking distance of many attractions, Festival venues, bars, restaurants and shops.

The Conference venue is convenient for bus, rail (Waverley station) and airport connections. Metered on-street and public off-street car parking is available nearby at city centre rates.

**SHERATON HOTEL EDINBURGH**

**CAPITAL HOTEL**
187 Clermiston Road
(The Capital Hotel is located off Queensferry Road approx 3 miles from the city centre).

**LINKS HOTEL**
Alvanley Terrace

**POLLOCK HALLS**
18 Holyrood Park Road
(The halls of residence are located close to Arthur’s Seat approx 1 mile from the city centre).

**VENUE AND ACCOMMODATION**
ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation in Edinburgh is at a premium during the busy summer Festival season, so please book early.
Numerous hotels and guest houses advertise via the internet. Alternatively you may wish to use Room Centre, an independent service, which has no financial or corporate connection with the Edinburgh International Trauma Symposium. www.roomcentre.com.

Room Centre have rooms reserved in the hotels shown in the panel below (see map opposite for locations). Please note that these special prices are individual and subject to limited availability, and for bookings made before 30 June 2015; thereafter normal rates will apply. All rates are per night fully inclusive of VAT and full Scottish breakfast (except Apartments), Note that each hotel operates a CANCELLATION POLICY - see websites.

FOUNTAIN COURT APARTMENTS
Grove Street, 10 minutes walk to venue, secure accommodation with CCTV and entry phone. Each apartment has lounge dining area, fully equipped kitchen with dishwasher, washing machine/drier, and bathrooms with bath & shower. Lounge has sofas, cable TV, broadband and direct dial phone. Everything from bed linen & towels to hairdryer provided. Breakfast extra at £5 per person/day, must be ordered prior to arrival. Apartment cleaned daily; car parking (complimentary) Rates 1 twin-bedroom apartment, 2 twin bedrooms.

You can reserve accommodation in any of the hotels above via their website, or for other accommodation requirements please contact Room Centre by e-mail or check the Pollock Halls of Residence website. 

Room Centre, 2 Morningside Gardens, Edinburgh EH10 5LA
Tel: 0131447 3577 Fax: 0131 447 8033; e-mail info@roomcentre.com
See their web-site on www.roomcentre.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOTEL</th>
<th>SINGLE</th>
<th>DOUBLE/TWIN</th>
<th>Location from Roxburgh</th>
<th>Hotel website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Links Hotel, Alvanley Terrace</td>
<td>£169 B&amp;B</td>
<td>£199 B&amp;B</td>
<td>25 minutes walk, (taxi 10)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.linkshoteledinburgh.co.uk">www.linkshoteledinburgh.co.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Hotel 187 Clermiston Road</td>
<td>£120 B&amp;B</td>
<td>£130 B&amp;B</td>
<td>15 minutes taxi, (public transport 30)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.edinburghcapitalhotel.co.uk">www.edinburghcapitalhotel.co.uk</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Fountain Court Apartments     |                 |                |                        |                                |
| Stewart 10 Young Street      | One bed apart £199 | Two bed apart £209 | 5 minutes walk | www.fountaincourtapartments.com |
| Grove 123 Grove Street       | One bed apart £125 | Two bed apart £285 | 15 minutes walk      |
| Morrison Street              |                  |                | 15 minutes walk        |
| EQ2 1 Lower Bank             |                  |                | 20 minutes walk        |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location from Roxburgh</th>
<th>Hotel website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 minutes walk, (taxi 10)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.linkshoteledinburgh.co.uk">www.linkshoteledinburgh.co.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes taxi, (public transport 30)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.edinburghcapitalhotel.co.uk">www.edinburghcapitalhotel.co.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes walk</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fountaincourtapartments.com">www.fountaincourtapartments.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL OF THE ABOVE RATES ARE PER NIGHT AND INCLUSIVE OF 20% VAT. (Rates show correct at 1st January 2015)

POLLOCK HALLS OF RESIDENCE
18 Holyrood Park Road, Edinburgh EH16 5AY T: 0131 651 2007 www.edinburghfirst.co.uk/for-accommodation/pollock-halls
Alternatively, inexpensive, basic accommodation can be found at the University Halls of Residence, at around £115 for a twin ensuite. Please contact them directly for prices and availability.

PLEASE NOTE THE EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL TRAUMA SYMPOSIUM DO NOT BOOK ACCOMMODATION AND ALL DETAILS ARE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY.
THE CITY OF EDINBURGH

Scotland's historic and cosmopolitan capital, Edinburgh is one of the world's foremost tourist experiences. The tall narrow buildings and closes of the medieval Old Town, and the serene classical architecture of the Georgian New Town, are set within a dramatic topography of green hills and parks. To the north, the regenerated Leith Docks provides a waterfront ambience centred on the Royal Yacht Britannia.

The Symposium and the Instructional Course take place during the Edinburgh International Arts Festival and Fringe, the world's largest arts event, when the city is vibrant with drama, music, cabaret, and night life. The world famous Military Tattoo is a very popular event which is usually sold out by the summer - buy your tickets online as early as possible.

There is no shortage of other attractions and places of interest - the Castle, Holyrood Palace, galleries and exhibitions. The city has a wealth of historic associations including those with many pioneers of medicine (see panel right). Eating out is no problem, with a wide range of restaurants and bistro's to cater for all tastes, and more than 700 bars.

Edinburgh is easily reached by air, road and rail, and is an ideal base to explore other parts of Scotland.

OTS The Orthopaedic Trauma Society

The OTS has been established as an inclusive forum for orthopaedic surgeons with a principal interest in trauma to promote discussion, debate, research and education. Please visit our website at orthopaedictrauma.org.uk for information about our annual meeting and membership benefits.
MEDICAL EDINBURGH

The Symposium and Instructional Course follow Edinburgh's long and distinguished tradition of medical education, with many advances pioneered in the city, and many of the world's medical schools were founded by its graduates.

Notable surgeons have included John Hunter, anatomist and founder of "scientific surgery" in the late 18th century; Robert Liston, who performed the first operation under anaesthesia (ether) in 1846; and Sir James Simpson, who discovered chloroform the following year, testing it on his dinner guests until they slid unconscious under the table!

Other "firsts" include Joseph Black physician who developed the analytical balance and discovered carbon dioxide; William Withering, discoverer of digoxin in 1785; Charles Bell, who identified the nerve functions in 1811 and founded the science of neurology; James Syme, pioneer of plastic surgery; Alexander Wood, the first hypodermic syringe in 1853; gynaecologist Robert Tait, who replaced Lister's antisepctic approach with aseptic methods; and Thomas Brunton, discoverer of amyl nitrite for angina. There were many other advances, including the fields of ophthalmology, forensics and psychology.

Pioneering anatomy students had difficulty obtaining sufficient subjects for dissection, so the need was filled by grave robbers, or "resurrectionists" as the city's wits called them. In 1829 Messrs Burke and Hare streamlined the process by murdering and then selling their victims directly to the University's unquestioning surgical department. Burke was duly hanged, and a pocket book made of his skin can still be seen at the Royal College museum.

Some Edinburgh medics gained fame in other fields Joseph Bell, University lecturer and President of the Royal College of Surgeons, was the inspiration for Sherlock Holmes in the writings of his one-time student and unsuccessful GP Arthur Conan Doyle. Thomas Allinson, pioneer of exercise and healthy diet and inventor of the bread loaf that bears his name, was struck off the General Medical Council in 1894 for having the temerity to suggest that smoking might be bad for one's health.

Even Edinburgh's medical "drop outs" eventually made good; Charles Darwin gave up medical studies in 1825 after finding that an inability to stand the sight of blood was not an asset for a successful surgeon, and became the founding father of evolution. Edward Johnston abandoned medicine at Edinburgh through ill-health, and is now best known as the graphic artist who designed London Transport's world-famous bar-and-circle logo.

Early doctors were exclusively male, but some strong-minded Victorian women were determined to break the barriers. These included Elsie Inglis, active in women's rights and in establishing troop care in the Great War; and Sophia Jex-Blake, whose agitation moved parliament to force universities to grant degrees to women students. However, the world's first qualified woman doctor had trained at Edinburgh almost a century earlier, simply by dressing as a man. "James" Miranda Barry kept her secret through a distinguished career as a naval surgeon until her death in 1865.

The trail of innovation continues through Alexander Fleming, discoverer of penicillin (1928) and anti-typhoid vaccines; the UK's first successful kidney transplant (Michael Woodruff, 1960); the cloning of the famous Dolly the Sheep (Ian Wilmut, 1996); to current pioneering stem-cell research. More medical research per capita is undertaken in Scotland than anywhere else in Europe, and a new BioQuarter research park is under construction in the city to facilitate this. Today, Edinburgh is still a centre of excellence and her medical graduates are found in all parts of the world.

SURGEONS' HALL MUSEUM

Surgeon's Hall dates from 1804, and has one of the largest pathology and surgical history collections in the UK.

Opening hours:
1200 to 16.00 weekdays
Website:
www.museum.rcsed.acuk
BOOKING YOUR PLACE

Fees are £750 for the 3-day Trauma Symposium (17th-19th August 2016), and £800 for the 5-day Instructional Course (15th-19th August 2016). To reserve your place on either the Symposium or the Instructional Course book and pay online via our website or send or fax the appropriate booking form, on page 17 for the Instructional Course or on page 18 for the International Symposium. If you do not wish to cut the brochure you can photocopy, fax or download the forms from our website, www.trauma.co.uk.

The Organisers reserve the right to amend the programme if necessary, or to re-allocate group sessions depending on demand.

Send forms and enquiries to the Symposium Organiser, OPD6, Room G32 19A, Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, Little France, Old Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 4SU; tel: 0131-242 3545; fax: 0131-242 3541; e-mail: symposium@trauma.co.uk

CANCELLATIONS & REFUNDS

SYMPOSIUM AND COURSE: Cancellations before 12 July 2016 will be refunded in full, less an administration fee of 20%. Cancellations after this date will not normally be refunded except in extenuating circumstances; however, changes of delegate name will be acceptable at any time at no charge. Please ensure you have adequate travel insurance protection.

PAYING BY BANK TRANSFER

All delegates paying by this method are requested to pay their own bank charges.
DELEGATES DETAILS
Title __________ Grade ____________________________
(eg Consultant, trainee, Allied Health Professional)
First Name ______________ Last Name ____________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Country __________________________ Post/Zip code ______________________
Tel: __________________________ Fax: __________________________
mobile: __________________________ email: __________________________
Hospital/Institution: ____________________________________________
Where did you hear about the course? ____________________________

Please note limited spaces available in some sessions, please book early.

SESSION CHOICES (Please tick the appropriate box)
Day 2 Tuesday 16 August (see page 5)
Breakout Session A ☐ - B ☐ - C ☐

Day 4 Thursday 18 August (see page 7)
Breakout Session D ☐ - E ☐ - F ☐ - G ☐

How to book and pay:
1. Via our website www.trauma.co.uk
2. Post or email this form to us at SORT-IT
3. Telephone us on +00 44 (0) 131 242 3545

PAYMENT
I enclose my cheque for the above amount ☐
made payable in £ sterling (not euros or dollars) to Edinburgh Trauma Symposium
____________________________________ or __________________________

Please charge my credit card account ☐
Mastercard ☐ Visa ☐ (Sorry not American Express)
Credit card number __________ Expiry Date (MM/YY) ________
3-digit Security Code ________
NAME ON CARD ____________________________
(BLOCK LETTERS please) ____________________________

(SIGNED)
DELEGATES DETAILS
Title ___________ Grade ___________
(eg Consultant, trainee, Allied Health Professional)
First Name ___________ Last Name ___________
Address ____________________________________________

Country ___________ Post/Zip code ___________
Tel: __________________ Fax: __________________
mobile: ___________________ email: __________________
Hospital/Institution: ____________________________________________

Where did you hear about the course? __________________________

Please note limited spaces available in some sessions, please book early.

COURSE PACKAGE
Symposium Fee £750.00

SESSION CHOICES (Please tick the appropriate box)
Day 1 Wednesday 17 August (see page 9)
Breakout 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7

Day 3 Friday 19 August (see page 11)
Breakout 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7

How to book and pay:
1. Via our website www.trauma.co.uk
2. Post or email this form to us at SORT-IT
3. Telephone us on +00 44 (0) 131 242 3545

PAYMENT
I enclose my cheque for the above amount made payable in £ sterling (not euros or dollars)
to Edinburgh Trauma Symposium

or

Please charge my credit card account

Mastercard □ Visa □ (Sorry not American Express)

Credit card number ___________ Expiry Date (MM/YY) ___________

3-digit Security Code ___________

NAME ON CARD ____________________________________________
(BLOCK LETTERS please) (SIGNED)
TEAM TRAUMAPLATFORM: The road to Edinburgh

Attending the Symposium this year will be a group of Dutch surgeons who will be cycling from Amsterdam to Edinburgh in support of a young orthopedic trauma organization: Traumaplateform Foundation.

The Traumaplateform Foundation aims to strengthen the bonds between different trauma-related (sub)specialties (orthopedic trauma, trauma surgery and reconstructive surgery) and also between different generations of surgeons in an ‘out-of-the-box’ setting: by combining teaching and training activities with sports challenges.

Our goals are to build a community that encourages inspiration, vertical teambuilding and fund raising for young researchers interested in our field of work. Traumaplateform ‘pitch events’ are designed to drive an exchange of knowledge, pearls & pitfalls and career plans for both the Young and Experienced.

‘Skate for Science’ was our first event. In February 2015, the Finland Ice Marathon was raced on skates and mountain bikes with studded tires. 60 surgeons, trainees and researchers challenged the ice-cold conditions. The challenge was combined with a unique airborne symposium 40,000 feet in the air, where contestants exchanged valuable tips & tricks, pitfalls and set up research collaborations. A great success!

Our next challenge is ‘Ride for Research’. We are very proud to be invited to be part of the renowned Edinburgh International Trauma Symposium. In August 2016, a team of 80 Dutch surgeons will cycle from Amsterdam to Edinburgh in order to attend the symposium. Optimal physical condition is vital and therefore we are training hard! We are ready for another successful team effort. For more information, please go to www.traumaplateform.org/teamtraumaplateform
Delegate feedback from the Trauma Symposium and the Instructional Course 2015

“The symposium was fantastically organised with pertinent content throughout. The enthusiasm of all of the faculty members was outstanding.”

“A very organised team that took us through a range of trauma topics.”

“The trauma symposium is brilliant, and speakers were very knowledgeable and experienced.”

“Great event and I would recommend colleagues to attend.”

“Really good case discussion. Very helpful for current practice.”

“Newly introduced Cadaveric sessions were a very welcome addition to the Instructional Course.”

“The cadaveric session in the setting of the anatomy room was nothing short of magical!”

“A very thorough and enjoyable course. The content and depth is ideal for both an ST3 SpR and those undertaking FRCS preparation.”

“A master class of guest lecture delivery…. Engaging and thought provoking.”

“Well organized and useful. Lectures were well organized and workshop and dissection sessions were excellent.”

“Really good case discussion. Very helpful for current practice.”

SPONSORED BY

www.trauma.co.uk
symposium@trauma.co.uk